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detector completed in dec 2010 

86 strings and 80 IceTop 
tanks

IceTop: Air shower detector

        80 stations/2 tanks each 

        threshold ~ 300 TeV

InIce array:

80 Strings 

60 Optical Modules

17 m between Modules

125 m between Strings

E threshold 100 G≲ eV

1450 m

2450 m

DeepCore array:

6 additional strings 

60 Optical Modules

7/10 m between Modules

72 m between Strings

E threshold ~10 GeV

the IceCube neutrino telescope



- PMT: Hamamatsu, 10’’

-Digitizers:
    ATWD: 3 channels. Sampling 300MHz,   
      capture 400 ns
    FADC: sampling 40 MHz, capture 6.4 µs

Dynamic range 500pe/15 nsec, 25000 pe/6.4 µs

- Flasher board:
    12 controllable LEDs at 0o or 45o 

Clock stability: 10-10 ≈ 0.1 nsec / sec
Synchronized to GPS time every ≈5 sec with 2 ns 
precision

Each DOM is an autonomous data collection unit

• Dark Noise rate ~ 400 Hz
• Local Coincidence rate ~ 15 Hz
• Deadtime < 1%
• Timing resolution ≤ 2-3 ns
• Power consumption: 3W

digitized Waveform

the Digital Optical Module









2005-2006

2006-2007
2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

2010 - 2011
2011 ...

IC59

IC86 IC79

IC40

IC22IC9

IC1

Data taking since 2005 – completed in 2010!

seven years of construction



Operation-time > 99.8 %
Physics data > 96.7%

    We record ~ 1 neutrino every 7 minutes

DOM 
performance

●99.1% (5435) DOMs have survived 
installation

●Failure rate: 2/year

●After 15 years operation (2025) 
we expect 97.2% +/- 0.4% of the 
detector operational

Muon rate: ~ 3 kHz
Neutrino rate: ~ 200/day

detector performance

Well working detector 
delivering excellent data



IceCube highlights

• Detector completed on December 2010

• Full operation with 86 strings starts in May 2011

• Full detector → Veto techniques possible.

   IceCube becomes a 4π detector with access to the 

   Galactic Center and whole southern sky

● Recent results:

● dark matter: competitive spin-dependent limits above WIMP 

     mass 35 GeV (PRL 110, 131202 (2013) )

● atmospheric electron neutrinos (PRL 110, 151105 (2013) )

● highest energy neutrinos ever observed (PRL 111, 021103 (2013) )

● follow up on high energy neutrinos (accepted in Science)

● neutrino oscillations at high energies (PRL 111, 081801 (2013) )

 Many of these results only possible with the low-energy extension, 

DeepCore.... which paves the ice for PINGU, an even lower-energy 

extension under study (Eν threshold of ~ O(1 GeV) )



AMANDA-B10
178 events
2001

a short history

AMANDA-B10
17 events
1999

IceCube
178000 events
2009-2012



a multipurpose detector

tracks:

ν
μ
  CC 

angular resolution ~ 1o

can measure dE/dX only

cascades:

 νe, ντ CC

all flavours NC

angular resolution ≥ 10o

energy resolution ~ 15%
    

Tau neutrino, CC
    

ν
τ
 + N → τ + X

“double bang”

τ decayτ production
Time [ms]

log(E/GeV)1 GeV 1 2 1 TeV 4 5 1 PeV

(PINGU) DeepCore IceCube

ν oscillations

MSW effect

dark matter

astrophysical neutrinos 
(point sources/diffuse)

atmospheric ν flux

(HE extensions)

neutrino event signatures in IceCube:



Trigger rates:  
Atm. muons: ~3 kHz, 
~200 atm. ν /day (with E >100 GeV in IceCube)

Downgoing atms. muons

Mis-reconstructed atms. muons

Atmospheric neutrinos

upgoing downgoing

TeV astrophysical neutrinos
PeV – EeV astrophysical neutrinos

Atmospheric neutrino and muon 
production in cosmic ray air showers 
(→ background for neutrino analyses)

Muons are absorbed inside the Earth
→ coming from above

Only mis-reconstructed events from below

Atmospheric neutrino background
→ from North and South

Earth becomes opaque to high-
energy neutrinos! > PeV events 
are coming from above

event directions in IceCube



● atmospheric neutrinos. Our “beam”. Irreducible

● cosmic flux. Even if individual sources not strong enough, 
contribution from all sources within Hubble radius can be detectable

→  diffuse cosmic flux

  Assume hard spectrum 2.0 – 2.4 (production in shock acceleration)

  Advantage over point-source search: can detect weaker fluxes

  but: higher background

Signature:

  excess of high energy neutrinos over 
   irreducible background of atmospheric 
   neutrinos Energy

Atmospheric ν, µ

Harder Spectrum ν (E-2)

the diffuse neutrino flux 



the measured diffuse neutrino flux up to 2012 

use DeepCore with 
surrounding IceCube 
strings as a veto

define fiducial volume 
for starting events

measure νe-induced cascades



the measured diffuse neutrino flux up to 2012 

use DeepCore with 
surrounding IceCube 
strings as a veto

define fiducial volume 
for starting events

measure νe-induced cascades

can we go higher in energy?



Gamma ray bursts

GZK νs

ν

CR

p + γ
CMB

 → Δ+ → n + π+

→ n + μ+ + ν → ...

Energy 
threshold:
6 * 1019 eV

μ

n

the diffuse neutrino flux 

explore!our beam

Atmospheric
Produced in cosmic-ray air showers

Astrophysical
Galactic & extragalactic sources



exploring higher energies
any signal over the atmospheric neutrino background?

cascade analysis using the partially deployed 
40-string detector

4 events above 100 TeV
0.35 background events expected
2.7σ excess over the backg-only hypothesis

veto strings



exploring higher energies

O(100) TeV muon

muon analysis using the partially deployed 
59-string detector

2 events observed
O(10-1) background events expected
1.8σ excess over the backg-only hypothesis



search for UHE neutrinos: first observation of PeV neutrino events

Analysis strategy:

  Use outer layer of strings as veto

  Select starting events with a high number 

   of PE in the detector 

   (>60000 PE, depending on zenith angle)

  Makes analysis sensitive to Eν> PeV

What we found:

- 2 events in 616 days of livetime between  

    May 2010- May 2012 (IC-79 and IC86)  

- 0.08 events expected from atm µ + atm ν  
(including charm)

- significance (background-only hypothesis) 
including systematics: 2.8 

cosmogenic MC signalbackgroundtest data sample

upgoing downgoing
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estimated energy (15% uncert.): 
1.04 PeV & 1.14 PeV

Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 021103 (2013) 



observed quantity.
proxy for energy

search for UHE neutrinos: first observation of PeV neutrino events

But: there should be more events if we relax the strong energy requirement...



- for atms. μ
→ reject tracks entering 
the detector from outside

- for atms. ν
→ accompanied by air 
showers with muons 
(detectable when coming from 
the Southern hemisphere)

Try to lower 
the threshold 
to ~50 TeV

Requirements:
All-sky 
(in particular Southern-
sky) acceptance of HE 
events

Challenge: 
Atmospheric ν and μ 
background

Strategy:
Look for starting 
events in the 
detector

→ these must be 
neutrinos!!!

InIce detector

IceTop surface array

search O(100TeV) neutrinos: veto strategy

Take advantage of 
completed, i.e.  big, 
detector to define a 
veto:
 - top 5 layers of modules
    (=90 m)
 - bottom layer of modules
    (=10 m)
 - outer layer of strings

1.45 km



- for atms. μ
→ reject tracks entering 
the detector from outside

- for atms. ν
→ accompanied by air 
showers with muons 
(detectable when coming from 
the Southern hemisphere)

Try to lower 
the threshold 
to ~50 TeV

Requirements:
All-sky 
(in particular Southern-
sky) acceptance of HE 
events

Challenge: 
Atmospheric ν and μ 
background

Strategy:
Look for starting 
events in the 
detector

→ these must be 
neutrinos!!!

InIce detector

IceTop surface array

Take advantage of 
completed, i.e.  big, 
detector to define a 
veto:
 - top 5 layers of modules
    (=90 m)
 - bottom layer of modules
    (=10 m)
 - outer layer of strings

1.45 km

μ

ν

search O(100TeV) neutrinos: veto strategy



we want to select:

we want to reject:

search O(100TeV) neutrinos: veto strategy



Search for O(100) TeV neutrinos: time containment

Determining the Event Start Time:

 Event start time determined from 
the rate of light deposition in the 
detector. 

 Not trigger on noise –> set a 250 
PE threshold

Evaluating containment:

 Require ≤ 3 PE in the veto region. 

 Otherwise discard as entering from 
outside



> 6000 npe

Atmospheric μ background

Determined from experimental data: 
  Define a second veto layer and   
  tag events, which pass the first 
  layer

6 ± 3.4

Atmospheric ν background

Based on MC simulation and 
previous IceCube measurements 

4.6
+ 3.7

- 1.2 PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY

Expected background:

Data samples

IC79 IC86

May 2010 – June 2012

search O(100TeV) neutrinos: energy cut



> 6000 npe

4.1σ deviation from expected 
atmospheric ν spectrum

Atmospheric μ background

Determined from experimental data: 
  Define a second veto layer and   
  tag events, which pass the first 
  layer

6 ± 3.4

Atmospheric ν background

Based on MC simulation and 
previous IceCube measurements 

4.6
+ 3.7

- 1.2 PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY

Expected background:

Data samples

IC79 IC86

observed events: 28

search O(100TeV) neutrinos: results

May 2010 – June 2012



what we found
Re-discovery of Bert & Ernie (Epi y Blas)...  + 26 more events!



● Largest sensitivity to ν
e
 CC:

All energy deposited inside the detector.

● Smaller sensitivity for ν
τ 

and
 
ν
μ
 CC: 

 muon and tau decay products carry out part 
of the initial neutrino energy

● Smallest sensitivity to NC 
interactions: 

Significant fraction of the total energy 
disappears with the neutrino

Sensitive to cascade- 
and track-like events!

Effective target mass

analysis sensitivity



distribution in the sky



distribution in the sky

deposited energy> 60 TeV

for the high-energy range, more astrophysical 
events expected from above (Southern hemisphre)



distribution in the sky



+ shower
X track

Event clustering analysis:

Problem: 
tracks have a much better 
angular resolution than showers
→ dominate the significance

Solution:
analyze twice: 

Just showers 
& all events

Not significant
 

Other searches:
● Galactic plane 

correlation
● Time clustering

Not significant

→ No identification of any sources

post-trial

post-trial

skymap



+ shower
X track

GRB correlation analysis:

 
Use temporal (±22 hrs 
window) and spatial (1o/10o 
for tracks/cascades) 
information to search for a 
correlation with 568 GRBs 
recorded during the 
analysis livetime
 

→ No evidence for any correlation with GRBs

post-trial

post-trial

correlation with GRBs?

data

prob. accidental coincidences



interpretation of IceCube UHE results by the community
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4-year (IC40+IC59+IC79+IC86-I) neutrino sky.  
                              total livetime 1371.7 d
                                total number of events: 178000 upgoing               
                                                        216000 downgoing (atm muons)

search for point sources: results



-log10p=5.04
RA 11.45, Dec 31.35
best  3.45

-log10p=5.96
RA 296.95, Dec -75.75
best  2.34

4-year (IC40+IC59+IC79+IC86-I) neutrino sky.  
                              

search for point sources: results



4-year (IC40+IC59+IC79+IC86-I) neutrino sky.  
                              total livetime 1371.7 d
                                total number of events: XXX upgoing                  
                                                     YYY downgoing (atm muons)

-log10p=5.04
RA 11.45, Dec 31.35
best  3.45

-log10p=5.96
RA 296.95, Dec -75.75
best  2.34

search for point sources: results



search for neutrino emission from GRBs



IceCube-40 + IceCube-59 results:

search for neutrino emission from GRBs

2008-09 data (40-string)
 117 GRBs in northern sky

2009-10 data (59-string)
  95 GRBs in northern sky
  85 GRBs in southern sky

Because short duration, searches
are very low background

Results:

 0 events observed

 5.2 events expected (Guetta et al.)

 model disfavored at > 3σ

 → revisit theory
   Some models strongly excluded already

Nature, vol 484, 351 (2012)

model independent analysis

model dependent analysis



again



 full sky sensitivity using IceCube 
surrounding strings as a veto:

375m thick detector veto: three complete 
IceCube string layers  surround DeepCore

 --> access to southern hemisphere, 
galactic center and all-year Sun 
visibility

can use IceCube outer 
string layers to 
define starting and 
througoing tracks

towards lower energies: DeepCore



towards lower energies: DeepCore
 full sky sensitivity using IceCube 
surrounding strings as a veto:

375m thick detector veto: three complete 
IceCube string layers  surround DeepCore

 --> access to southern hemisphere, 
galactic center and all-year Sun 
visibility



towards lower energies: DeepCore
 full sky sensitivity using IceCube 
surrounding strings as a veto:

375m thick detector veto: three complete 
IceCube string layers  surround DeepCore

 --> access to southern hemisphere, 
galactic center and all-year Sun 
visibility



 IceCube is a 4π detector also at low energies

towards lower energies: DeepCore
 full sky sensitivity using IceCube 
surrounding strings as a veto:

375m thick detector veto: three complete 
IceCube string layers  surround DeepCore

 --> access to southern hemisphere, 
galactic center and all-year Sun 
visibility



WIMPS

- Arise in extensions of the Standard Model

- Assumed to be stable: relics from the Big Bang

- weak-type Xsection gives needed relic density

- mass  from few GeV to few TeV

- MSSM candidate: lightest neutralino,    

        χ0
1
 = N

1
B + N

2
W3 + N

3
H0

1
+ N

4
H0

2

- UED: lightest 'rung' in the Kaluza-Klein ladder

SIMPZILLAS

- Non-thermal, non-weakly interacting  stable relics

Look at objects where dark matter 

might have accumulated gravitationally 

over the evolution of the Universe

  Sun, Earth, Galactic 

Halo/Center, dwarf spheroids

                 qq

       χχ →   l+l -         → ν, γ, e+e-, p                     
                   W, Z, H

                                        ...
Kaluza-Klein modes an additional useful channel:
               κκ →  νν

signature: 
  ν excess over background from  Sun/Earth/Galactic 
Halo/nearby galaxies

searching for Dark Matter

note astrophysical / hadronic
         uncertainties



Φµ → ΓA → Cc → σX+p

IceCube results from 317 days of livetime between 2010-2011:

All-year round search: Extend the search to the southern hemisphere by selecting 
starting events

 → Veto background through location of interaction vertex

 - muon background: downgoing, no starting track

 - WIMP signal: require interaction vertex within detector 
volume

MSSM allowed 
parameter space

     90% CL neutralino-p SI Xsection limit

MSSM allowed 
parameter space

     90% CL neutralino-p SD Xsection limit

IceCube-79 Solar results



- Look for an excess of events in the on-
source region w.r.t.  the off-source 

or,
- Use a multipole analysis 'a la' CMB in 

search for large-scale anisotropies

Need expected neutrino flux from SUSY and 
halo model.

- Limit on the self-annihilation cross 
section:

signal
region

bckgr
region

ϕν =
dN

dE dAeff dt dΩ
=
1
2
1
4π

〈σ v 〉 JΩRSC
ρSC
2

mχ
2

dN ν

dE

measure
halo

 model particle 
physics

DM search from the Galactic Halo

IC79



- 79-string configuration
- Use DeepCore to lower the energy

 threshold to ~10 GeV
- Analysis rely on veto methods

 to reject incoming tracks
- Use scrambled data for background 

 estimation 

DM search from the Galactic Center

scrambled background signal

Galactc Center



- Dwarf galaxies: high mass/light ratio 
- → high concentration of DM in the halos

- known location. Distributed both in the 
north and southern sky. 

- Point-like search techniques: stacking
- known distance -> determination of absolute 

annihilation rate if a signal is detected

- Galaxy clusters: enhance signal due to 
accumulation of sources

But: extended sources with possible 
substructure

- Same expected neutrino spectra as for 
the galactic center/halo

-  IceCube results from various sources

DM search from dwarf galaxies and galaxy clusters



Galactic Halo:
   IC22  PRD 84, 022004 (2011)

   IC79  in preparation

Galactic Center
   IC40 arxiv:1210.3557

   IC79 in preparation

Dwarf spheroids:

  IC59 submitted

Clusters of galaxies

  IC59

DM search from Galaxies: results



DM search from Galaxies: results
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DM search from Galaxies: results

Galactic Halo:
   IC22  PRD 84, 022004 (2011)

   IC79  in preparation

Galactic Center
   IC40 arxiv:1210.3557

   IC79 in preparation

Dwarf spheroids:

  IC59 submitted

Clusters of galaxies

  IC59



Galactic Halo:
   IC22  PRD 84, 022004 (2011)

   IC79  in preparation

Galactic Center
   IC40 arxiv:1210.3557

   IC79 in preparation

Dwarf spheroids:

  IC59 submitted

Clusters of galaxies

  IC59

DM search from Galaxies: results



DeepCore Energy threshold at trigger level ~20 GeV

Covers first oscillation maximum @25 GeV 

High statistics available

→ measure atmospheric muon rate as 

      a function of angle and energy

Challenges:

 angular reconstruction

 systematics

Results with IC79:

IceCube sees neutrino oscillations @5.6σ

consistent with world-average best fit.

In a two-flavour scenario:

(no energy measurement used in the fit)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 081801 (2013) 

the low energy end: observation of neutrino oscillations



DeepCore Energy threshold at trigger level ~20 GeV

Covers first oscillation maximum @25 GeV 

High statistics available

→ measure atmospheric muon rate as 

      a function of angle and energy

Challenges:

 angular reconstruction

 systematics

Results with IC79:

IceCube sees neutrino oscillations @5.6σ

consistent with world-average best fit.

In a two-flavour scenario:

(no energy measurement used in the fit)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 081801 (2013) 

the low energy end: observation of neutrino oscillations

Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 081801 (2013) 



DeepCore showed the potential of going down     in 

energy.

 How low could we go?

 Add 40 strings within the current DeepCore volume 

to bring down energy threshold to O(1 GeV)

→ PINGU: 

  Precision Icecube Next Generation Upgrade

Aims:

 Physics @few GeV:

- neutrino hierarchy, low-mass WIMPs

- R&D for Megaton ring Cherenkov  

           reconstruction detector for p-decay  

           and high statistics SuperNova 

           detection

125m

75m

25m

aiming at even lower energies: PINGU

x(m)



 9.3 GeV neutrino producing a 4.9 GeV muon and a 4.4 GeV cascade

DeepCore only

simulated PINGU event



 9.3 GeV neutrino producing a 4.9 GeV muon and a 4.4 GeV cascade

DeepCore only

 20 DOMs hit

DeepCore + PINGU

  50 DOMs hit

simulated PINGU event



• we have 1 km3 of ice instrumented with optical modules

• we can detect flavours (muon tracks,  e/τ cascades)

• we can define through-going, starting and contained tracks

• we cover a wide neutrino energy range, from O(10) GeV to PeV

• we can look at all the sky (at once and continuously)

……  if you have a model of astrophysical sources or particle 

physics that involves neutrinos, we can probably probe it

awareness slide for theorists



    We got them. 

  28 events with energies above 50 TeV in one year of 

IceCube operation with the nearly complete detector and 

one year with the complete detector

  Inconsistent at more than 4 sigma with background-only 

hypothesis

  Compatible with astrophysical origin, but no evidence of 

clustering

  One more year of data already taken and being analyzed

summary



fin  





PINGU physics programme

slides from D. Grant, TAUP13



PINGU physics programme



PINGU physics programme



PINGU physics programme



PINGU physics programme



PINGU physics programme



PINGU physics programme



PINGU physics programme



PINGU physics programme



preliminary PINGU timeline





first observation of PeV events: sanity checks



Cosmic ray anisotropy with IceCube/IceTop

● CR anisotrpy observed with 
IceCube and IceTop between 
20TeV and 10PeV

● Scale: 10-3 – 10-4

● Anisotropy at 20TeV matches 
the observed anisotropy in 
the North

● Strength increases with 
energy

● Effect is not yet explained

10 PeV

630 TeV

200 TeV

40 TeV









Use model to convert 
to a muon flux

Experimentally obtained quantity:
allowed number of signal events still 
compatible with background, at 90% 
confidence level

Ndata, Nbck  

ψdata, ψbck

→ N90

analysis strategies in neutrino telescopes



90% CL  LKP-p Xsection limit vs LKP mass

• Universal Extra Dimensions:

R

h
npR

p

h
nRn

π
ππλ

4
2

2
,2

2
=⇒==          

42422
2

242222 1
cmcmc

R
ncmcpE noo =+=+=

2
22

2
2

on m
Rc

n
m +=

DM searches from the Sun: Kaluza-Klein DM

 n=1 → Lightest Kaluza-Klein mode, B1

 good DM candidate



        90% CL muon flux limit from the Sun      90% CL neutralino-p SD Xsection limit

(particle physics and solar model)

Φµ → ΓA → Cc → σX+p

IceCube results from 317 days of livetime between 2010-2011:

All-year round search:

DM searches from the Sun: results

MSSM allowed 
parameter space

Extend the search to the southern hemisphere by selecting starting events

 → Veto background through location of interaction vertex

 - muon background: downgoing, no starting track

 - WIMP signal: require interaction vertex within detector volume

MSSM allowed 
parameter space



     90% CL neutralino-p Xsection limit

Assume (ie. model dependent) effective 
quark-DM interaction,

     λ2/Λ2 (qγ5γµq)(χγ5γµχ)

and look for monojets in pp collisions,

      pp → χχ + jet

(as opposed to the SM process
  pp → Z+jet and pp → W+jet)

Constrains from monojet searches at the 
TeVatron:

Bai et al, JHEP 1012:048,2010

searches from the Sun: comparison with collider results



the ice
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